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This singer/songwriter/pianist delivers well-crafted pop songs with a smooth jazzy flair, a sultry voice, and

a style all her own. 10 MP3 Songs POP: Piano, JAZZ: Smooth Jazz Details: "Vocalist and pianist Amy

Fabry debuts with an album of classic singer/songwriter piano pop delivered with a unique touch and a

cool and casual approach... at its finest, Cultivated Pearl is an album of absolutely irresistible songs that

transcend time and space and marks Fabry out as a voice to be reckoned with." --Stein Haukland, Ink19

(ink19.com/issues/march2003/musicReviews/musicF/amyFabry.html) "A classically trained pianist, Fabry

uses her instrument with aplomb, building solid music behind her gorgeous voice... Fabry far outshines

her mainstream competition, mixing in elements of swing, pop and jazz to create an album that sounds

fresh and inviting every time you listen to it." --Brant Schulz, Indie-Music.com

(indie-music.com/article.php?sid=1969) "Jazz meets pop in this refreshing release from Amy Fabry,

blending the soulful bite of Carole King and the subtle understatement of Norah Jones... The perfect

combination of great songwriting and great singing is key to this successful sound, which so many solo

projects like this usually lack." --Mish Mash Music, January 2003 (mashmusic.tripod.com/january03.html)

************************************************************ "Cultivated Pearl" is the debut album from

singer/songwriter/pianist Amy Fabry. This collection of ten songs is smooth and sophisticated pop with a

jazzy feel - think Carole King meets Sade meets Diana Krall. A classically trained pianist, Amy delivers

pop songs with jazzy chord structures, sultry vocals and thought-provoking lyrics. Add in some tastefully

arranged guitars, bass, percussion and drums and you get a soulful, jazzy mix that grows on you more

with each listen... Produced, recorded and mixed by Kent Peterson Recorded at Unknown Alloy Studios

in St. Paul, MN Amy Fabry - Vocals, Piano, Keys, Saxophone Kent Peterson - Bass, Drums, Percussion,

Programming James "Lupi" Lupino - Guitar Tim Casey - Guitar, 12-String Guitar James Edlund - Guitar
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Todd Mikkelson - Guitar, E-Bow, Keys Dave Brewster - Drums Mike Hinton - Drums

********************************************************** *****The new website is finally up and running!

Stream the entire album, read lyrics, see more pics... Check it out at amyfabry(click on link at left)!!

**********************************************************
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